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MusicRater 2.0
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Persisting data
text file - stream of characters


CSV file - fields separated by comma


database - can support highly efficient operations on data




SQLite
import sqlite3 

conn = sqlite3.connect('atest.db') 

cur = conn.cursor() 

do things to database 

conn.commit() 

conn.close() 



Commands
Examples 

cur.execute( 
    'CREATE TABLE IF NOT EXISTS movies (title, director, year)' 
) 

cur.execute( 
    'INSERT INTO movies VALUES ("Jaws", "Spielberg", 1975)' 
) 

cur.execute( 
    'SELECT * FROM movies' 
) 

cur.execute( 
    'SELECT * FROM movies WHERE year=2002' 
) 



Functions with 
parameterized commands

Examples 

def insert(title, director, year): 
    cur.execute('INSERT INTO movies VALUES (?,?,?)', (title, director, year)) 

def get_all_by_year(year): 
    return cur.execute('SELECT * FROM movies WHERE year=?',(year,)) 

Tuples 

   (x,) is a tuple with one element 
  (x,y) is a tuple with two elements 
(x,y,z) is a tuple with three elements 



Road map

Review

▶︎ MusicRater 2.0 ◀


Activity




Music Rating App 
Transitioning from CSV to DB

Follow along with code on website. 

These files have not changed: 
index.html 
myCode.js 
server.py 

The only file that has changed: 
ratings.py



Changes to add_song
def add_song(song):
    #{"song_id": song_id, "title": title, "artist": artist}
    if 'song_id' not in song or 'title' not in song or 'artist' not in song:
        return
    songs = get_songs()
    if len(song['song_id']) != 11 or song['song_id'] in songs or 
song['title'] == "" or song['artist'] == "":
        return
    with open(songs_filename, "a") as file:
        writer = csv.writer(file)
        writer.writerow([song['song_id'], song['title'], song['artist']])

Original code 



Changes to add_song
def add_song(song):
    #{"song_id": song_id, "title": title, "artist": artist}
    if 'song_id' not in song or 'title' not in song or 'artist' not in song:
        return
    songs = get_songs()
    if len(song['song_id']) != 11 or song['song_id'] in songs or 
song['title'] == "" or song['artist'] == "":
        return
    with open(songs_filename, "a") as file:
        writer = csv.writer(file)
        writer.writerow([song['song_id'], song['title'], song['artist']])

Clean up the code a bit… 



Changes to add_song
def add_song(song):
    #{"song_id": song_id, "title": title, "artist": artist}
    if songNotValid(song)
        return
    songs = get_songs()
    if song['song_id'] in songs:
        return
    with open(songs_filename, "a") as file:
        writer = csv.writer(file)
        writer.writerow([song['song_id'], song['title'], song['artist']])

def songNotValid(song):
    return 'song_id' not in song or 'title' not in song or 'artist' not in 
song or len(song['song_id']) != 11 or song['title'] == "" or song['artist'] 
== ""

…pull this 'sanity check' into a 
separate function… 



Changes to add_song
def add_song(song):
    #{"song_id": song_id, "title": title, "artist": artist}
    if songNotValid(song)
        return
    songs = get_songs()
    if song['song_id'] in songs:
        return
    with open(songs_filename, "a") as file:
        writer = csv.writer(file)
        writer.writerow([song['song_id'], song['title'], song['artist']])

def songNotValid(song):
    return 'song_id' not in song or 'title' not in song or 'artist' not in 
song or len(song['song_id']) != 11 or song['title'] == "" or song['artist'] 
== ""

…and a bit more… 



Changes to add_song
def add_song(song):
    #{"song_id": song_id, "title": title, "artist": artist}
    if songNotValid(song) or songIDAlreadyExists(song['song_id'])
        return
    with open(songs_filename, "a") as file:
        writer = csv.writer(file)
        writer.writerow([song['song_id'], song['title'], song['artist']])

def songNotValid(song):
    return 'song_id' not in song or 'title' not in song or 'artist' not in 
song or len(song['song_id']) != 11 or song['title'] == "" or song['artist'] 
== ""

def songIDAlreadyExists(id):
    for row in cur.execute("SELECT * FROM songs WHERE id=?", (id,)):
        return True
    return False

…and again put 'sanity check' 
into a separate function. 



Changes to add_song
def add_song(song):
    #{"song_id": song_id, "title": title, "artist": artist}
    if songNotValid(song) or songIDAlreadyExists(song['song_id'])
        return
    with open(songs_filename, "a") as file:
        writer = csv.writer(file)
        writer.writerow([song['song_id'], song['title'], song['artist']])

def songNotValid(song):
    return 'song_id' not in song or 'title' not in song or 'artist' not in 
song or len(song['song_id']) != 11 or song['title'] == "" or song['artist'] 
== ""

def songIDAlreadyExists(id):
    for row in cur.execute("SELECT * FROM songs WHERE id=?", (id,)):
        return True
    return False

Functionality is the same… 



Changes to add_song
def add_song(song):
    #{"song_id": song_id, "title": title, "artist": artist}
    if songNotValid(song) or songIDAlreadyExists(song['song_id'])
        return
    with open(songs_filename, "a") as file:
        writer = csv.writer(file)
        writer.writerow([song['song_id'], song['title'], song['artist']])

…but this is a little easier to 
read. 



Changes to add_song
def add_song(song):
    #{"song_id": song_id, "title": title, "artist": artist}
    if songNotValid(song) or songIDAlreadyExists(song['song_id'])
        return
    with open(songs_filename, "a") as file:
        writer = csv.writer(file)
        writer.writerow([song['song_id'], song['title'], song['artist']])

def insertSong(song):
    cur.execute('INSERT INTO songs VALUES (?,?,?)', (song['song_id'], 
song['title'], song['artist']))

Now we can migrate from CSV 
to SQLite 



Changes to add_song
def add_song(song):
    #{"song_id": song_id, "title": title, "artist": artist}
    if songNotValid(song) or songIDAlreadyExists(song['song_id'])
        return
    insertSong(song)
    conn.commit()

def insertSong(song):
    cur.execute('INSERT INTO songs VALUES (?,?,?)', (song['song_id'], 
song['title'], song['artist']))

Define insertSong function to 
construct SQL command. 



Changes to ratings.py
def rate_song(song_rating):
    #{"song_id": song_id, "rating": rating}
    if 'song_id' not in song_rating or 'rating' not in song_rating:
        return
    songs = get_songs()
    if song_rating['song_id']not in songs or song_rating['rating'] not in 
[1, 2, 3, 4, 5]:
        return
    with open(ratings_filename, "a") as file:
        writer = csv.writer(file)
        writer.writerow([song_rating['song_id'], song_rating['rating']])

Perform a similar 
transformation to add_rating 



Changes to ratings.py
def rate_song(song_rating):
    #{"song_id": song_id, "rating": rating}
    if 'song_id' not in song_rating or 'rating' not in song_rating:
        return
    songs = get_songs()
    if song_rating['song_id']not in songs or song_rating['rating'] not in 
[1, 2, 3, 4, 5]:
        return
    with open(ratings_filename, "a") as file:
        writer = csv.writer(file)
        writer.writerow([song_rating['song_id'], song_rating['rating']])

Factor out 'sanity checks' 



Changes to ratings.py
def rate_song(song_rating):
    #{"song_id": song_id, "rating": rating}
    if ratingNotValid(rating) or not songIDAlreadyExists(rating['song_id']):
        return
    with open(ratings_filename, "a") as file:
        writer = csv.writer(file)
        writer.writerow([song_rating['song_id'], song_rating['rating']])

def ratingNotValid(rating):
    return 'song_id' not in rating or 'rating' not in rating or 
rating['rating'] not in [1,2,3,4,5]

def songIDAlreadyExists(id):
    for row in cur.execute("SELECT * FROM songs WHERE id=?", (id,)):
        return True
    return False

Factor out 'sanity checks' 



Changes to ratings.py
def rate_song(song_rating):
    #{"song_id": song_id, "rating": rating}
    if ratingNotValid(rating) or not songIDAlreadyExists(rating['song_id']):
        return
    with open(ratings_filename, "a") as file:
        writer = csv.writer(file)
        writer.writerow([song_rating['song_id'], song_rating['rating']])

Migrate from CSV to SQLite 



Changes to ratings.py
def rate_song(song_rating):
    #{"song_id": song_id, "rating": rating}
    if ratingNotValid(rating) or not songIDAlreadyExists(rating['song_id']):
        return
    insertRating(rating)
    conn.commit()

def insertRating(rating):
    cur.execute('INSERT INTO ratings VALUES (?,?)', (rating['song_id'], 
rating['rating']))

Migrate from CSV to SQLite 



Other code additions
import sqlite3

# START UP WORK
database_filename = "songs.db"
songs_table = "songs"
ratings_table = "ratings"

conn = sqlite3.connect("songs.db")
cur = conn.cursor()
cur.execute("CREATE TABLE IF NOT EXISTS 'songs' ('id', 'title', 'artist')")
cur.execute("CREATE TABLE IF NOT EXISTS 'ratings' ('id', 'rating')")
cur2 = conn.cursor()

Need two cursors to work on two 
database tables at the same time 



Other changes
def allSongs():
    return cur.execute("SELECT * FROM songs")

def ratingsForSong(id):
    listOfRatings = []
    for row in cur2.execute("SELECT * FROM ratings WHERE id=?", (id,)):
        listOfRatings.append(row[1])
    return listOfRatings

def get_songs():
    songDict = {}
    for row in allSongs():
        id = row[0]
        title = row[1]
        artist = row[2]
        rats = ratingsForSong(id)
        songDict[id] = {"id": id, "title": title, "artist": artist, 
"ratings": rats}
    return songDict



Exercise
Modify the code of version 2 to allow reviews to be entered 
together with ratings.

Go to course website to view code:



Exercise
Modify the code of version 2 to allow reviews to be entered 
together with ratings.

Go to course website to view code:



Exercise
Initial screen will be the same:



Exercise
When songs are available to rate/review:



Exercise
When songs have ratings:



Exercise
When songs have ratings:

Think about these questions 

1) Which files do not need to change? 

2) What changes need to happen on client side to: 
• incorporate viewing of reviews, and 
• entry of reviews 

3) What changes need to happen on server side to: 
• allow submission of reviews and ratings 
• store reviews with ratings 
• include reviews in get_songs( ) output


